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A B S T R A C T   

Neuroimaging studies on healthy subjects described the causal effective connectivity of cerebellar-cerebral social 
mentalizing networks, revealing the presence of closed-loops. These studies estimated effective connectivity by 
applying Dynamic Causal Modeling on task-related fMRI data of healthy subjects performing mentalizing tasks. 
Thus far, few studies have applied Dynamic Causal Modeling to resting-state fMRI (rsfMRI) data to test the 
effective connectivity within the cerebellar-cerebral mentalizing network in the absence of experimental ma-
nipulations, and no study applied Dynamic Causal Modeling on fMRI data of patients with cerebellar disorders 
typically showing social cognition deficits. Thus, in this research we applied spectral Dynamic Causal Modeling, 
to rsfMRI data of 13 patients affected by spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 (SCA2) and of 23 matched healthy sub-
jects. Specifically, effective connectivity was tested between acknowledged mentalizing regions of interest: 
bilateral cerebellar Crus II, dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal cortex, bilateral temporo-parietal junctions and 
precuneus. SCA2 and healthy subjects shared some similarities in cerebellar-cerebral mentalizing effective 
connectivity at rest, confirming the presence of closed-loops between cerebellar and cerebral mentalizing regions 
in both groups. However, relative to healthy subjects, SCA2 patients showed effective connectivity variations 
mostly in cerebellar-cerebral closed loops, namely weakened inhibitory connectivity from the cerebellum to the 
cerebral cortex, but stronger inhibitory connectivity from the cerebral cortex to the cerebellum. The present 
study demonstrated that effective connectivity changes affect a function-specific mentalizing network in SCA2 
patients, allowing to deepen the direction and strength of the causal effective connectivity mechanisms driven by 
the cerebellar damage associated with SCA2.   

1. Introduction 

SCA2 is a rare autosomal dominant inherited cerebellar neurode-
generative disease due to the presence of expanded CAG trinucleotide 
repeats (≥32 CAG) in the gene encoding ataxin-2 (Pulst et al., 1996), 
characterized by extensive gray matter loss in the cerebellar cortex and 
by primary motor deficits (Auburger, n.d.; Della Nave et al., 2008; 
Estrada et al., 1999). Over the last decades, an extensive literature has 
provided evidence that SCA2 is also associated with a wide range of 
impairments in higher-order functions also including complex social 
cognitive functions (Clausi et al., 2021a; Lupo et al., 2018; Moriarty 
et al., 2016; Sokolovsky et al., 2010). Generally speaking, studies con-
ducted on patients affected by cerebellar neurodegenerative disorders 

have provided general agreement on cerebellar participation to higher 
order social functions, showing the presence of deficits in different 
subcomponents of social cognitive domains, such as emotion and belief 
recognition, prediction of intentions, social judgements, and mentaliz-
ing or theory of mind (Clausi et al., 2021a, 2019; D’Agata et al., 2011; 
Olivito et al., 2023; Sokolovsky et al., 2010; Tamaš et al., 2021). Alto-
gether, these studies suggest that alterations in these specific domains 
are due to structural damage confined to the Crus I-II and to changes in 
the functional flow of information between these cerebellar lobules and 
regions of the social brain, such as the precuneus, the medial prefrontal 
cortex (mPFC), and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) (Clausi et al., 
2019; Olivito et al., 2023). With respect to studies in SCA2, in-depth 
analyses of neurobiological underpinnings of mentalizing deficits in 
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this population of patients have provided additional insight into un-
derstanding cerebellar-cerebral mentalizing networks (Clausi et al., 
2021a; Olivito et al., 2020). An anatomo-functional study found sig-
nificant correlations between social cognition alterations and structural 
damage to the right Crus II and microstructural alterations in the cere-
bellar peduncles (Clausi et al., 2021a). Consistently, a resting-state 
functional MRI (rsfMRI) study reported altered inter-nodal functional 
connectivity between the right Crus II and mentalizing areas of the 
default-mode network (DMN), namely the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex 
(dmPFC) and the TPJ (Olivito et al., 2020). According to this evidence, 
the social impairments in SCA2 are assumed to be induced by an aber-
rant cerebellar modulatory activity on key social cerebral areas, deter-
mining altered cerebellar-cerebral loops (Clausi et al., 2021a; Olivito 
et al., 2020). 

Considerable support to these hypotheses has also come from rsfMRI 
studies on healthy subjects (HS), which have largely established the 
characterization of the cerebellar functional topography for social pro-
cessing and demonstrated that the cerebellum modulates all main large- 
scale functional brain networks, including the DMN (Alahmadi, 2023; 
Bostan et al., 2018; Buckner et al., 2011; Van Overwalle et al., 2019). In 
the history of social mentalizing, the DMN has gained wider attention 
since it integrates a body of regions in the cerebral cortex that are 
essential for social understanding and reasoning about others’ mental 
states, such as TPJ, precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex, ventromedial 
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), dmPFC, and superior frontal gyrus (Raichle 
et al., 1996; Schilbach et al., 2008). Both task-related fMRI (trfMRI) and 
rsfMRI studies in HS have shown that specific areas in the posterior 
cerebellum, the bilateral Crus II, are coupled to areas belonging to the 
DMN (Bostan et al., 2018; Pu et al., 2023; Stoodley et al., 2012; Stoodley 
and Schmahmann, 2018; Van Overwalle et al., 2019). 

In a meta-analysis of trfMRI studies on HS applying a psychophysi-
ological interaction (PPI) analysis, Van Overwalle and Mariën (2016) 
revealed the presence of functional connections (FC) in a cerebellar- 
cerebral mentalizing network, including the cerebellar Crus II and re-
gions of the DMN, such as the bilateral TPJ, precuneus, and mPFC. This 
network was mainly activated when participants were required to 
reason about complex states of mind of others (Van Overwalle and 
Mariën, 2016). However, a PPI analysis is limited in that it does not 
permit interpretations about causality and directionality of the 
cerebellar-cerebral connections. To overcome these limitations, in a 
follow-up study, the same authors estimated the effective connectivity 
(EC) by employing a more advanced fMRI connectivity analysis named 
Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM) which does allow to estimate the 
direct or “effective” connection between areas (without indirect inter-
ference from other connections) as well as their twofold directionality 
(Van Overwalle et al., 2019). Specifically, the DCM was applied to the 
same trfMRI data of the previous study allowing to discover bidirec-
tional effective connections between the right Crus II and the bilateral 
TPJ, demonstrating that those cerebellar and cerebral mentalizing re-
gions were effectively connected via closed loops (Van Overwalle et al., 
2019). Generally, closed loops are defined as connections that send 
signals from an area of the cerebral cortex to a region of the cerebellum 
and receive feedback from that same cerebellar region. In this context, a 
recent DCM study aiming at exploring the trfMRI EC of the cerebellum 
with the cerebrum in processing social action sequences, confirmed the 
previous findings detecting many significant closed loops between the 
Crus I/II and cerebral mentalizing (e.g., dmPFC) and executive control 
areas (e.g., medial and lateral prefrontal cortices) (Pu et al., 2023). 

TrfMRI and rsfMRI studies have greatly supported each other in 
characterizing the cerebellar-cerebral mentalizing networks. rsfMRI 
data analysis has been employed to explore the integration of specialized 
functional regions in the brain, via both FC and EC. While FC estimates 
the functional association between spatially distant areas in the brain, 
EC computes the stream of information by inferring the causal influence 
a given brain region exerts on another. Lately, a specific DCM – referred 
to as spDCM – was implemented to infer EC in rsfMRI (Friston et al., 

2014). spDCM is adopted to model the intrinsic dynamics of a resting- 
state network and to make detailed inferences on the interplay be-
tween latent neural states at rest (Razi et al., 2015). The resulting EC 
patterns provide the directionality of the propagation of information 
within functional networks and the strength of the reciprocal connec-
tivity (Almgren et al., 2018; Razi et al., 2015). Generally speaking, the 
investigation of intrinsic resting-state brain dynamics provides an 
important, ecologically valid perspective on brain function and mental 
life. While numerous FC studies supported the contribution of the Crus I/ 
II in intrinsic connectivity networks associated with social mentalizing 
(Bostan et al., 2018; Buckner et al., 2011; Habas et al., 2009), to the best 
of our knowledge only one study has been recently conducted that 
specifically investigated cerebellar-cerebral EC at rest in healthy sub-
jects (Bukhari et al., 2022). Bukhari and colleagues (Bukhari et al., 
2022) applied DCM to rsfMRI data of HS taking into account cerebellar 
and cerebral default mode, attentional, and motor networks (Bukhari 
et al., 2022). They found mostly uniform and bidirectional interactions 
in the considered networks, reporting that domain-specific functional 
networks in the cerebellum are mutually connected to domain-specific 
functional networks in the cerebral cortex (Bukhari et al., 2022). All 
this evidence supports the hypothesis that the altered cerebellar func-
tional modulation of cerebral projection areas involved in emotional and 
mentalizing processing (Clausi et al., 2021a; Olivito et al., 2020) could 
underlie the social cognition difficulties reported in SCA2 patients who 
present structural or functional alterations in the cerebellum. However, 
according to the anatomical (Kelly and Strick, 2003) and functional (Van 
Overwalle et al., 2019) organization of the cerebellum, to infer the di-
rection and strength of FC changes within cerebello-cerebral network 
may be crucial to better clarify the neuropathological mechanisms un-
derlying patients social symptoms. Indeed, through the closed loops, the 
social information, is propagated from the cerebrum to an internal 
model in the cerebellum which sends back error signals that are used by 
the cerebral cortex to adjust its activation in the opposite direction (Van 
Overwalle et al., 2019). 

All in all, thus far, rsfMRI studies on SCA2 have mainly focused on 
the functional association between spatially distant areas in the brain, 
but they do not allow to infer causal interactions within these regions, 
providing crucial but still opening findings. The present study aims to fill 
this gap by extending our previous investigations of cerebellar-cerebral 
functional alterations in SCA2 patients (see Olivito et al., 2020; Clausi 
et al., 2021a), by detangling causal directionalities within the connec-
tivity and further uncover neuropathological mechanisms underlying 
this condition. 

Therefore, here we used fMRI data of SCA2 patients previously ac-
quired for the above mentioned studies in order to estimate EC at rest 
using spDCM (Friston et al., 2014; Razi et al., 2015). This approach al-
lows us to investigate the complex EC patterns in the cerebellar-cerebral 
mentalizing closed-loops while also estimating the connectivity within 
the cerebellum and cerebrum, thus inferring the causal influence that 
one region exerts over another. The regions of interests were chosen 
based on the mentalizing network described in the trfMRI DCM study of 
Van Overwalle and colleagues (Van Overwalle et al., 2019) and included 
the bilateral Crus II, the bilateral TPJ, the precuneus, the vmPFC and 
dmPFC. The Parametric Empirical Bayes (PEB (Friston et al., 2016)) 
module of DCM was applied to estimate EC differences between SCA2 
patients and a group of age matched HS. We focused on common and 
distinct patterns of EC between SCA2 patients and HS. Consistent with 
Van Overwalle and colleagues (Van Overwalle et al., 2019), we expected 
to find substantial closed-loops in the mentalizing cerebellar-cerebral 
network in both groups, with specific changes occurring in the func-
tional closed-loop connectivity of SCA2 patients. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants 

For the present study, retrospective data of 13 patients with a genetic 
diagnosis of SCA2 [female/male: 7/6; mean age/SD at the time of the 
clinical and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessment: 47.5/8.6 
(years)] were selected from a database of patients admitted to the Ataxia 
Laboratory of the IRCCS Santa Lucia Foundation from 2016 to 2019. All 
patients received their diagnosis at least 6 months prior to scanning and 
showed no other neurological signs except for CB4, who presented the 
Babinski sign. An expert neurologist examined the patients to confirm 
the presence of pure cerebellar motor symptoms and assessed the 
severity of their ataxia-related motor symptoms using the International 
Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS) (Trouillas et al., n.d.). The 
inclusion of patients was ensured when no history of extracerebellar 
neurologic pathology or psychiatric disorders was reported. De-
mographic characteristics and clinical scores of the SCA2 group are 
summarized in Table 1. 

As control group, 23 HS with no history of neurological or psychi-
atric illness [female/male: 17/6; mean age/SD: 52.4/6.38)] were 
selected from a retrospective MRI database collected from 2016 to 2019 
at the Neuroimaging Laboratory of the IRCCS Santa Lucia Foundation. 
The sample size was consistent with a previous resting-state fMRI study 
comparing SCA2 patients and HS (Olivito et al., 2020). No significant 
differences were found between SCA2 patients and HS in age or sex 
distribution as assessed by the t-test (t = 1,93; p = 0.06) and chi-square 
(Х2) analysis (Х2 = 1,50; p = 0.21), respectively. 

Data used partially overlapped with the samples of other studies 
(Clausi et al., 2021a; Olivito et al., 2020, 2017). 

The Ethics Committee of the Santa Lucia Foundation approved this 
study (CE/PROG.570), which was performed in accordance with the 
principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed 
consent was obtained from each participant. 

2.2. MRI data acquisition 

The data were acquired on a 3.0-T (Achieva, Philips) scanner. 
Resting-state functional images were obtained using an echo-planar 
imaging sequence (EPI) sensitized to blood oxygenation-level depen-
dent imaging (BOLD) contrast (TR 2080 ms, TE 30 ms, 32 axial slices 

parallel to AC-PC line, matrix 64 × 64, pixel size 3 × 3 mm2, slice 
thickness 2.5 mm, flip angle 70◦). BOLD echo planar images were 
collected during rest for a 7-min and 20-s period, resulting in a total of 
220 volumes. During the fMRI scans, subjects were instructed to keep 
their eyes closed, not to think of anything, and not to fall asleep. 
Additionally, the following conventional MRI scans were acquired: dual- 
echo turbo spin echo [TSE] (TR = 6190 ms, TE = 12/109 ms); (2) fast- 
FLAIR (TR = 8170 ms, 204TE = 96 ms, TI = 2100 ms); (3) T1-weighted 
3D high-resolution scan (3D modified driven equilibrium Fourier 
transform (MDEFT) (TR = 1338 ms, TE = 2. 4 ms, mat r i x  = 256 × 224 
× 176, in- plane FOV = 250 × 250 mm2, slice thickness = 1 mm). 

The TSE scans of patients, acquired as part of this research study, 
were reviewed by an expert neuroradiologist to characterize the brain 
anatomy and ensure the absence of any macroscopic structural 
abnormalities. 

For the HS group, conventional MRI was inspected to exclude any 
pathological conditions according to the inclusion criteria. 

2.3. Resting-state fMRI data preprocessing 

rsfMRI data were previously pre-processed using Statistical Para-
metric Mapping version 8 [Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuro-
science; SPM8 (https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), and in-house 
software implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massa-
chussetts, USA). For each subject, the first four volumes of the fMRI 
series were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. The pre- 
processing steps included correction for head motion, compensation 
for slice-dependent time shifts, normalization to the EPI template in MNI 
coordinates provided with SPM8 and smoothing with a 3D Gaussian 
Kernel with 8 mm3 full width at half maximum. For each data set, mo-
tion correction was checked to ensure that the maximum absolute shift 
did not exceed 2 mm and the maximum absolute rotation did not exceed 
1.5◦. The global temporal drift was removed using a third-order poly-
nomial fit, and the signal was regressed against the realignment pa-
rameters, and the signal averaged over whole brain voxels, to remove 
other potential sources of bias. Then, all images were filtered by a phase- 
insensitive band-pass filter (pass band 0.01–0.08 Hz) to reduce the effect 
of low-frequency drift and high-frequency physiological noise. Every 
participant’s MDEFT was segmented in SPM and the total grey matter 
(GM) volume was estimated for SCA2 (mean/SD: 645.9/52.5) and HS 
(mean/SD: 659.2/45.9) participants. As assessed by the t-test analysis, 
no significant differences were found in the total GM volume between 
the two groups (t = 0.03; p = 0.97). 

2.4. Spectral dynamic causal modeling 

To study the EC of SCA2 patients and controls, we used the spDCM 
method on resting state fMRI. 

To apply DCM, regions of interest (ROIs) were chosen according to 
the multi-study DCM analysis of Van Overwalle and colleagues (Van 
Overwalle et al., 2019) investigating cerebellar-cerebral EC in healthy 
subjects during social mentalizing tasks and which represented core 
mentalizing areas. The cerebral ROIs were centered around the mean 
MNI coordinates and included the dmPFC (with center at 0 50 35), 
vmPFC (0 50 5), right (R) and left (L) TPJ (±50 – 55 25), and precuneus 
(0 – 60 40) while the cerebellar ROI involved R and L Crus II (±25 – 75 – 
40). ROIs were created by extracting the time series using the eigen-
variate within a sphere with a radius of 15 mm around the center of the 
ROIs for the cerebrum, and of 8 mm for the cerebellum given its smaller 
size (and of its mentalizing network). 

The optimal DCM across all participants was estimated according to 
the procedures described in Friston et al. (2016), Razi et al. (2015), Zhou 
et al. (2018) and detailed in Van Overwalle et al. (2019). 

SPM12 was used to specify and estimate a full DCM for each 
participant. A full model allows all connectivity parameters in all di-
rections to be freely estimated. We specified a bilinear deterministic 

Table 1 
Clinical and demographic characteristics of the SCA2 patients.  

ID Age Sex Disease duration 
(months) 

ICARS TOTAL 
SCORES 

CAG 
repeats 

CA1 42 F 12 47 22/39 
CA2 42 F 13 28 14/47 
CA3 54 F 12 27 22/37 
CA4 36 F 8 37 22/42 
CA5 65 M 36 27 22/35 
CA6 44 F 12 28 n.a. 
CA7 62 F 48 31 22/37 
CA8 41 M 36 18 22/38 
CA9 42 M 12 24 22/39 
CA10 44 M 64 17 22/39 
CA11 48 M 47 29 22/38 
CA12 54 M 96 24 n.a. 
CA13 44 F 118 61 n.a. 
Means 

(SD) 
47.5 
(8.7) 

7/ 
6 

39.5(35.2) 30.6(11.9) −

F = Female; M = Male; ICARS = International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale – 
ICARS range: minimum score 0 (absence of motor deficits), maximum score 100 
(maximum presence of motor deficits); n.a. (not available) = Genetic data are 
not available for patients CA6, CA12, CA13 because at the time of their diag-
nosis, genetic testing did not include determination of the number of triplet 
repeats; SD = Standard deviation. Disease duration corresponds to the time from 
the genetic testing. 
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DCM without centering around the mean (Friston et al., 2003), which 
included all forward and backward connections between the ROIs. Note 
that the connections in DCM correspond to rate constants and are 
expressed in units of 1/s (i.e., of hertz). A DCM model was estimated for 
all participants using the same procedures for each sample. 

A PEB model was then constructed for the whole group of partici-
pants over all parameters. This allowed to estimate the EC averaged 
across all participants taking into account the within-participants vari-
ability on the connectivity parameters, thus modelling the commonal-
ities across the two groups. To know how the connectivity of SCA2 
patients differs from controls, a covariate was then introduced which 
contrasted patients from controls, by setting weights of +1 and − 1 for 
SCA2 and HS, respectively. Consequently, higher values of the cova-
riates indicate that patients have higher EC than controls. 

Next, a Bayesian model reduction (BMR) was used to remove 
redundant ECs and search over PEB models with different combinations 
of connections and group differences (Zhou et al., 2018). Specifically, 
BMR pruned away any connectivity parameter from the group-level PEB 
that did not contribute to the model evidence (Friston et al., 2016). A 
greedy search iteratively prunes connection parameters from the full 
model until the model evidence starts to decrease, so that the most 
relevant nested models from the full PEB model are tested. Bayesian 
model averaging of the parameters of the best 256 pruned models was 
applied and used for group inferences (Zhou et al., 2018), determining 
the winning model empirically. 

Group-level analyses were then performed using Bayesian posterior 
inference, which is the Bayesian posterior probability (Bayesian-PP) of 
the model with a given parameter switched on or off. The advantage of 
thresholding using this approach is that the full covariance of the pa-
rameters is considered when computing a difference (Zeidman et al., 
2019). Consequently, Bayesian-PP indicates the confidence in whether 
the mean of an EC within a group is different from zero or the confidence 
in the degree of linear relationship between variables. As suggested by 
Zeidman et al. (2019), connectivity parameters were considered to be 
significant when their posterior probability p > 0.95 (Van Overwalle 
et al., 2019). Additionally, a Spearman’s correlation analysis was per-
formed to investigate whether ECs patterns in SCA2 patients were 
associated to disease duration and ICARS motor scores. 

3. Results 

Our main interest regarded commonalities and differences between 
SCA2 patients and HS group in terms of cerebellar-cerebral closed loop. 
Fig. 1A shows the common pattern of EC evidenced in the two groups 
(Bayesian-PP > 0.95). Consistent with Van Overwalle et al. (2019), we 
found bidirectional connections (i.e., closed loops) between the social 

cerebellar ROI and key mentalizing cerebral ROI (Fig. 1B). Most closed 
loops connected the cerebellum with both ipsilateral and contralateral 
cerebral areas and vice versa. 

It is of interest to note that all the significant upward connections 
coming from the cerebellum to the cerebral cortex were negative, 
whereas downward connections going toward the cerebellum were both 
positive and negative (see commonalities in Table 2). Connections be-
tween areas within the cerebral cortex were both positive and negative 
(see Table 3). 

Specifically, as shown in the commonalities in Table 2, negative 
connections were found from the L-Crus II to precuneus, bilateral TPJ, 
vmPFC and dmPFC as well as from the R-Crus II to precuneus, L-TPJ and 
vmPFC. The connections entering the L-Crus II included positive in-
fluences from the precuneus and dmPFC, and negative influences from 
the bilateral TPJ and vmPFC. Finally, connections entering the R-Crus II 
were positive from the precuneus and negative from the L-TPJ and 
vmPFC. 

Fig. 1. Mean values in effective connectivity for SCA2 patients and HS. (A) Commonalities in effective connectivity in the patients and HS. (B) Common pattern of 
bidirectional cerebellar-cerebral (red arrows) and cerebro-cerebral ECs (cyan arrows) in SCA2 and HS. Left and right side are reported in neurological convention. L 
= left; R = right; TPJ = temporo-parietal junction; vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex; dmPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. For reasons of visibility, the 
vmPFC which is located at x  = 0 was depicted slightly to the left. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 

Table 2 
EC commonalities and differences in cerebellar-cerebral closed loops between 
SCA2 and HS.  

Closed loops Commonalities 
(SCA2 & HS) 

Differences 
(SCA2 > HS) 

HS SCA2 

From To  EC (Hz) EC (Hz) EC 
(Hz) 

EC 
(Hz) 

L-Crus II Precuneus  − 0.20 0.19 − 0.38 0.00 
L-TPJ  − 0.18 − − −

R-TPJ  − 0.19 − − −

vmPFC  − 0.27 0.16 − 0.40 − 0.08 
dmPFC  − 0.12 − − −

R-Crus II Precuneus  − 0.45 − − −

R-TPJ  − 0.28 0.12 − 0.38 − 0.13 
vmPFC  − 0.43 0.28 − 0.67 − 0.18 

Precuneus L-Crus II  0.20 0.06 0.12 0.29 
R-Crus II  0.19 − − −

L-TPJ L-Crus II  − 0.16 − − −

R-TPJ L-Crus II  − 0.19 − − −

R-Crus II  − 0.16 − 0.17 0.00 − 0.28 
vmPFC L-Crus II  − 0.20 − 0.23 0.00 − 0.42 

R-Crus II  − 0.22 − 0.24 0.01 − 0.38 
dmPFC L-Crus II  0.13 − − −

EC = effective connectivity; L = left; R = right; TPJ = temporo-parietal junction, 
d/vmPFC = dorsal/ventral medial prefrontal cortex. In this table, all Bayesian- 
PP = 1.00 except for absolute values < 0.01. Absolute EC values of the pairwise 
regions showing differences between groups are also reported for HS and SCA2 
separately. Commonalities and differences in unidirectional connections can be 
found in Supplemental Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Full EC patterns in HS and 
SCA2 are reported in Supplemental Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 
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Bidirectional within-cerebral ECs were also found (Table 3). In 
particular, positive connections were observed from the precuneus to 
vmPFC, from the L-TPJ to dmPFC, from the vmPFC to precuneus, R-TPJ 
and dmPFC, while negative connections were found from R-TPJ to 
vmPFC and dmPFC, from the dmPFC to L-TPJ, R-TPJ and vmPFC. A full 
description of EC commonalities is reported in Supplemental Table 1. 

Different effective connections between the two groups are shown in 
Fig. 2A (Bayesian-PP > 0.95). Group differences in the closed loops are 
depicted in Fig. 2B and their directionality is listed in Table 2 (SCA2 >
HS). Absolute EC values of the pairwise regions showing differences 
between groups are also reported for HS and SCA2 separately. Compared 
to HS, SCA2 showed weakened negative cerebellar-cerebral ECs from L- 
Crus II to precuneus and vmPFC, and from R-Crus II to R-TPJ and 
vmPFC. Conversely, stronger positive cerebro-cerebellar ECs were found 
from the precuneus to L-Crus II, while stronger negative cerebro- 
cerebellar ECs were found from R-TPJ to R-Crus II and from vmPFC to 
L-Crus II and R-Crus II (see differences in Table 2). No significant ECs 
differences were found in cerebro-cerebral closed loops. 

A full description of EC differences is reported in Supplemental 
Table 2. Results of correlational analysis between significant cerebellar- 
cerebral ECs patterns and disease duration and ICARS motor scores are 
reported in Supplemental Table 5. 

4. Discussion 

In the present study, DCM was used to investigate resting-state EC 

between mentalizing areas of the cerebellum and mentalizing areas 
located in the cerebrum in the presence of a cerebellar pathological 
condition, i.e., SCA2. The aim was to provide data on the physiopath-
ological mechanism subtending social cognition alterations observed in 
SCA2 patients. Interestingly, our findings revealed effective changes in 
the strength of cerebellar-cerebral mentalizing closed loops in SCA2. The 
main findings evidenced weakened negative ECs from the bilateral Crus 
II to mentalizing cerebral regions (i.e., precuneus, vmPFC and right TPJ) 
while stronger negative ECs were found from the same mentalizing ce-
rebral regions to bilateral Crus II. 

The contribution of Crus I/II in intrinsic connectivity networks 
associated with social mentalizing has been supported by numerous FC 
studies indicating a cerebellar functional segregation for social pro-
cessing such that the mentalizing network in the cerebellum is func-
tionally connected with the mentalizing network of the cerebrum, which 
mainly consists of areas of the DMN in both brain structures (Bostan 
et al., 2018; Buckner et al., 2011; Habas et al., 2009; Krienen and 
Buckner, 2009). 

While the investigation of intrinsic resting-state brain dynamics may 
provide an important insight into understanding brain function, the 
investigation of EC by means of DCM has many advantages over tradi-
tional FC. Indeed, the DCM approach allows to define causal effects by 
analyzing whether the preceding neural activity in one seed region 
predicts activity in another subsequent region, providing information 
about directed or causal interactions underlying the observed correla-
tions (Friston et al., 2003). Thus, the integration within a neural system 
is better understood when investigating EC since it reflects the influence 
of one neural system over another one (Friston et al., 2014). 

DCM was originally developed to estimate EC for task related fMRI 
studies (Friston et al., 2003). In the context of cerebellar research, a 
recent DCM study exploring task related cerebellar-cerebral EC in HS 
detected many significant closed loops between Crus I/II and cerebral 
mentalizing (e.g., dmPFC) (Van Overwalle et al., 2019). 

The presence of closed loops between the cerebellar Crus I/II and key 
social brain regions (i.e., bilateral TPJ, precuneus, and dmPFC) repre-
sent the neural substrate subtending the crucial cerebellar role in social 
cognition (Van Overwalle et al., 2019; Van Overwalle and Mariën, 
2016). Specifically, it has been proposed that the cerebellum produces 
internal models of mental processes that occur during social interactions 
in which the prediction of sequential events is crucial (Leggio and 
Molinari, 2015). Through this mechanism the cerebellum may modulate 
cerebral activity and promote optimized feedforward control required to 
turn social interactions into fluid and automatic behaviors and to rapidly 
adapt to new social patterns when novelty is met. When discrepancies 
occur between the predicted sequences of social events and the ongoing 
social interaction, the cerebellum sends alert signals to widespread 

Table 3 
EC commonalities in within-cerebral closed loops between SCA2 and HS.  

Closed loops Commonalities 

From To  EC (Hz) 
Precuneus vmPFC  0.10 
L-TPJ dmPFC  0.08 
R-TPJ vmPFC  − 0.18 

dmPFC  − 0.07 
vmPFC Precuneus  0.28 

R-TPJ  0.13 
dmPFC  0.25 

dmPFC L-TPJ  − 0.11 
R-TPJ  − 0.17 
vmPFC  − 0.12 

EC = effective connectivity; L = left; R = right; TPJ = temporo-parietal junction, 
d/vmPFC = dorsal/ventral medial prefrontal cortex. In this table, all Bayesian- 
PP = 1.00. There are no differences of closed loops within the cerebrum. 
Commonalities and differences in unidirectional connections can be found in 
Supplemental Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Full EC patterns in HS and SCA2 are 
reported in Supplemental Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 

Fig. 2. Group difference between SCA2 patients and HS. (A) Differences in ECs of patients and HS. (B) Stronger negative (red arrows) and weakened negative/ 
stronger positive (cyan arrows) connections in SCA2 patients compared to HS. Left and right side are reported in neurological convention. L = left; R = right; TPJ =
temporo-parietal junction; vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex; dmPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. For reasons of visibility, the vmPFC which is located at 
x  = 0 was depicted slightly to the left. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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regions in the social brain to warn about the need for error correction 
(Leggio and Molinari, 2015). Thus, if cerebellar structural alterations 
occur, this would impair cerebellar error checking, interfering with the 
modulatory function of the cerebellum on the cortical projection areas 
involved in the social process so that social behavior is not always 
appropriately adjusted to specific social environmental requirements 
(Clausi et al., 2021b; Olivito et al., 2023; Van Overwalle et al., 2020). 

Interestingly, it has been suggested previously that neuroanatomical 
damage in Crus II may alter cerebellar-cerebral mentalizing networks in 
SCA2 (Clausi et al., 2021a; Olivito et al., 2020) accounting for patients’ 
social impairments. rsfMRI studies also provided important insight into 
understanding the neural substrate subtending social dysfunction in 
SCA2 patients (Olivito et al., 2020). Consistently, these studies showed 
changes in the functional flow of information between key cerebellar 
lobules and social brain regions, such as the precuneus, PFC, and TPJ 
(Clausi et al., 2019; Olivito et al., 2023). However, none of these studies 
provided information about how the neural-signal flow within the 
mentalizing cerebellar-cerebral network is changed in SCA2 patients. 
Considering the anatomical (Kelly and Strick, 2003) and functional (Van 
Overwalle et al., 2019) evidence of cerebellar-cerebral closed loops, 
investigating the direct influence of the cerebellum on mentalizing ce-
rebral regions and vice versa is particularly important to provide 
detailed information about physiopathological mechanisms in SCA2. In 
this framework, detailed inferences on the mutual interplay between 
latent neural states (Razi et al., 2015) can be derived by applying DCM to 
a resting-state network. Importantly, this is the first study using the DCM 
approach to investigate mentalizing cerebellar-cerebral closed loops at 
rest in cerebellar patients affected by SCA2. 

Consistent with the findings of Van Overwalle et al. (2019), the 
present connectivity data also support the existence of cerebellar- 
cerebral mentalizing closed loops at rest. In particular, the common 
EC pattern between SCA2 and HS evidenced that all the connections 
coming from the cerebellum to cerebral cortex are negative (i.e., 
inhibitory), which might suggest that the cerebellum sends out negative 
error signals. Interestingly, the resting-state pattern of cerebellar con-
nections involves mentalizing cerebral regions that were not detected in 
the trfMRI DCM study of Van Overwalle et al. (2019), that is, no direct 
connections were found between the cerebellum and the mPFC (see also 
Ma et al., 2023) but were found in another study by Pu et al. (2023). This 
may suggest that some coupled fluctuations within cerebellar-cerebral 
networks may be suppressed during some tasks and become more pro-
nounced during other tasks as well as rest. Indeed, a very interesting 
aspect of rsfMRI is that the signals that are sometimes discarded in 
trfMRI studies are taken into consideration as they reflect fluctuations in 
unlimited, spontaneous thought (Fox and Greicius, 2010). 

The pattern of common connections between SCA2 and HS at rest is 
also consistent with the anatomical evidence of cerebellar-cerebral 
closed loops (Kelly and Strick, 2003; Suzuki et al., 2012). Specifically, 
the contralateral connectivity from the left Crus II to the right TPJ is 
consistent with earlier anatomical evidence showing a preference for 
contralateral connectivity (Kelly and Strick, 2003). In contrast, the 
ipsilateral connectivity between the left Crus II and left TPJ (as well as 
the right Crus II and right TPJ) is in line with both anatomical and 
functional research showing that a minority of connections terminate in 
ipsilateral cerebral areas (Krienen and Buckner, 2009; Salmi et al., 2010; 
Sokolov et al., 2014; Suzuki et al., 2012). 

Thus, through these closed loops, social information is propagated 
from the cerebrum to an internal model in the cerebellum which sends 
back error signals that are used by the cerebral cortex to adjust its 
activation in the opposite direction (Van Overwalle et al., 2019). It has 
to be mentioned that connections entering the cerebellum are both 
positive (i.e., excitatory) and negative (i.e., inhibitory). In particular, in 
line with task-related DCM results in HS (Van Overwalle et al., 2019), we 
found excitatory influence from the precuneus to bilateral Crus II. 
Differently, inhibitory influences have been found from the TPJ and 
vmPFC, suggesting that these regions may have suppressive influence on 

the cerebellum at rest. 
Interestingly, the comparison between patients and HS evidenced a 

weakened negative upward cerebellar-cerebral EC in SCA2. Since all the 
connections from the cerebellum towards cerebral cortex were negative, 
this finding suggests a weaker pattern of inhibition exerted by the cer-
ebellum on connected cerebral cortex regions. In the opposite direction, 
most downward connections entering the cerebellum from the cerebral 
cortex showed stronger negative EC in SCA2, suggesting an opposite 
trend of a stronger pattern of inhibition exerted by the cerebrum on 
cerebellar regions. 

Thus, in presence of a cerebellar pathology, internal sequencing 
prediction of the cerebellum based on the input of the cerebrum may be 
altered leading to an aberrant cerebellar modulatory activity when 
matching social information with current social behavior. We speculate 
that the weakened cerebellar inhibition exerted on social cerebral re-
gions results in abnormal error monitoring and inappropriate response 
to cerebral social inputs leading to maladaptive behavioral corrections. 
According to these findings, social impairments observed in SCA2 may 
be assumed to be driven by neural loss in cerebellar Crus II reported in 
these patients (see Clausi et al., 2021a), that in turn induce imbalanced 
interaction between key cerebellar and cerebral regions involved in 
social functions, determining altered cerebellar-cerebral loops (Clausi 
et al., 2021a; Olivito et al., 2020). 

There are some limitations in our current study. First, although this 
research elucidates the causal pattern of alterations within cerebellar- 
cerebral closed loops in the presence of a cerebellar pathology, these 
findings need to be replicated with larger or independent patient pop-
ulations. Nevertheless, it has to be considered that the strict inclusion 
criteria and the fact that SCA2 is considered a rare disease with specific 
genetic roots clearly affected the recruitment rate. Second, in the present 
study, correlations between the altered pattern of cerebellar-cerebral EC 
and social performances of SCA2 was not investigated, preventing from 
making direct causal inferences. Nevertheless, although it is known that 
the Crus II is also involved in other higher-order functions including 
visuospatial and executive abilities (Leggio and Olivito, 2018), our hy-
pothesis is supported by a previous study of our group in which we found 
a positive correlation between the GM volume of Crus 2 and the SC 
performances in the same SCA2 group (Clausi et al., 2021a). Third, the 
present evidence does not allow to make inferences about the specific 
mechanism subtending altered cerebellar prediction processing, that is, 
whether cerebellar generated internal models are disrupted or cannot be 
properly accessed for anticipating future events. Considering all these 
observations, further efforts are required to overcome these limitations 
and draw valid conclusions on the impact of the EC on social impair-
ments observed in patients with SCA2. 

In spite of these limitations, the present dynamic modeling analysis 
provides the first characterization of resting-state cerebellar-cerebral EC 
in SCA2, further supporting the recently acknowledged critical role of 
the cerebellum in social mentalizing. Although future research will be 
needed in order to explore open questions and further support the pre-
sent conclusions, this study could be particularly important towards a 
better comprehension of the neurobiological substrates of social diffi-
culties experienced by cerebellar patients and the identification of MRI 
patterns that may serve as reliable disease biomarkers. These aspects 
should be considered when a therapeutic approach is applied since they 
allows to track disease progression and the longitudinal effect of reha-
bilitation on the identified network. Hence, this could pave the way for 
the implementation and development of specific rehabilitation protocols 
that modulate cerebellar excitability (i.e., transcranial magnetic stimu-
lation and direct current stimulation applied over the cerebellum), 
allowing clinicians to influence/improve symptomatology in individuals 
suffering from changes in different functional domains, including 
mentalization. 
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5. Conclusion 

The present DCM study supports the existence of domain-specific 
mentalizing closed loops between the cerebellum and the cerebrum at 
rest. Most importantly, it demonstrates for the first time that specific 
cerebellar-cerebral EC alterations are associated with cerebellar neuro-
degenerative conditions, specifically SCA2, affecting cerebellar modu-
lation on connected cerebral cortex regions. Although future research 
will be needed in order to explore open questions and further support 
the present conclusions, this study sheds more light on the putative 
neural substrate and underlying mechanisms of social dysfunction in 
SCA2 patients. 
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